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Abstract: The open-finished rectangular waveguide attributes alongside field conveyances for various modes, recurrence and measurement 
are numerically evaluated utilizing HFSS programming when it is in free space. An air-filled Rectangular waveguide WR-90 with dimension a × 
b (a>b). Initial Four modes (TE01, TE20, TE10, and TE11) are incorporated at the port in the examination. In these paper similar investigations 
of trademark impedance, prorogation consistent along the length of rectangular waveguide with basic four modular disseminations has been 
finished. Recreation investigation is completed for C, X and Ku band. This can be useful in manufacturing this present reality segment utilizing 
rectangular waveguide. 

Index Terms—HFSS, Field distribution, Propagation constantan, Impedance matching. 

——————————      —————————— 
 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Rectangular waveguide is an empty metallic container   of 
uniform cross segment for transmitting electromagnetic 
wave starting with one point in the space then onto the 
next effectively. The Rectangular waveguides are utilized 
for ideal coordinating of the ports to wipe out weakening 
present in the transmission line. In this manner the power 
dealing with limit of waveguides is overhauled, and is 
around multiple times as high concerning coaxial air-
dielectric unbending links of comparative measurement.  
It is a separating structure finds a few applications in 
correspondence framework, radar, biomedical, and each 
as single radiator and as coupled radiators and so on [3] 
and [4]. An open finished rectangular waveguide WR-90 
is taken in an encased directing structure [1] and[2]. The 
vehicle for transmission is taken as air and the dividers 
ought to direct and utilized material is copper [5]. It is 
conceivable to spread a few methods of electromagnetic 
waves in a rectangular waveguide. These mode compare 
to arrangements of Maxwell's condition for specific 
waveguides. For the most part there are three methods of 
transmission to be specific TE, TM, TEM yet no TEM 
wave can exist in a rectangular waveguide yet TE, TM 
mode on the grounds that an extraordinary voltage can't 
be characterized since there is just a single conductor or 
absence of focus conductor in a rectangular waveguide. It 
presume that the rectangular waveguide is a transmission 
medium in which electromagnetic field upheld by must 
be TE or TM modes.  

A given rectangular waveguide has a positive cut off 
recurrence for each permitted mode. In the event that the 
recurrence of proliferated motion underneath the cut off 

recurrence, the electromagnetic vitality can't transmitted 
through the waveguide. The predominant mode in the 
rectangular waveguide is TE10 which has the most 
astounding wavelength and least cutoff recurrence [3-5].  

The reenactment programming that has been 
acclimated reproduce the rectangular waveguide 
parameters is Ansoft HFSS 12.0. This apparatus is utilized 
to reenact complex 3D geometries utilizing Finite 
component technique to register electrical conduct of 
rapid and high recurrence parts. HFSS is an uncommon 
kind of programming explicitly intended for extricating 
modular parameters by mimicking detached gadgets and 
conjointly antennas having expressed geometries, 
material properties at wanted scope of arrangement 
frequencies utilizing limited component technique [6]. 
The HFSS is an incredible post-processor for phenomenal 
knowledge most precisely describes the electrical 
execution of the parts and successfully assesses different 
parameters and accommodating before the structuring of 
any of the segments. It causes the client to examinations 
the different properties of electromagnetic structures, for 
example, S parameters, engendering consistent, 
trademark impedance, radiation design and so forth.  

In this paper the qualities of the rectangular 
waveguide are portrays by mimicking through HFSS. The 
spread consistent, trademark impedance, guided 
wavelength and electric and attractive field appropriation 
are dissected utilizing this product [7-10] 

2  MATHEMATICAL MODELING 

Consider a rectangular waveguide masterminded in 
the co-ordinate framework with the tallness along x-hub, 
width along y-hub, inward measurement a × b (a>b) 
loaded up with an air as a dielectric with directing 
dividers as appeared in fig 1. In rectangular waveguide 
the electric and attractive fields are restricted to space to 
the waveguides. The electromagnetic waves are 
spreading in the z bearing. 
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Fig. 1. Rectangular Waveguide 

The wave equations for waves propagating along z 
direction are given by: 
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and EZ =0 for TE wave             (1) 
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and HZ =0 for TM wave             (2) 

 

 
Where Ez and Hz are the segments of the electric and 
attractive field along the z-bearing for TE and TM waves 
individually. The TEmn modes in a rectangular 
waveguide are characterized by Ez = 0, i.e., z-portion of 
attractive field Hz ≠0, must exist so as to transmit vitality 
through the waveguide. The TMmn mode in a 
rectangular waveguide are portrayed by Hz = 0. Suggests 
that z-segment of electric field Ez ≠0, must exist to 
transmit vitality in the waveguide.  

 
The electromagnetic wave inside a waveguide can have a 
boundless number of examples which are called modes. 
The mode which having most reduced cut off recurrence 
in a particular waveguide is called prevailing mode. The 
overwhelming mode in a rectangular waveguide with 
measurement a > b is the TE10 mode. It is a mode which 
is utilized for all intents and purposes all electromagnetic 
transmission in the rectangular waveguide. 
Overwhelming mode is quite often a low misfortune, 
bending less transmission and higher modes result in a 
noteworthy loss of influence and furthermore unwanted. 
The cutoff frequency for TEmn mode is given by 
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m, n = 0,1…….. m = n ≠ 0  
 
The guided wavelength λg in the waveguide is given by 

λg =
 

    
  
 
 
 
 

Where λ is the wavelength. 
The propagation constant gamma is given by  
 

ϒ =                        

ϒ = α + jβ  

 
Where α is the lessening consistent β is the stage steady.  
The wave will engender in the waveguide if working 
recurrence must be more noteworthy than cutoff 
recurrence f > fc for example the recurrence at which the 

estimation of the engendering steady changes from 
genuine to fanciful is canceled cut recurrence. The 

engendering steady/stage consistent ߚis communicated as 

β = w        
  

 
    for f > fc              

Where fc is the cut off frequency   is the permeability and 
  is the permittivity of the medium. The nature of 
propagation constant either real or imaginary is decided 
by the frequency. Characteristic wave impedance z is 
given by  
 

Z= 
  

     
  
 
  

for f > fc                            

Where η = 1/√   ) is the intrinsic impedance 
(unbounded dielectric) 
 

3  NUMERICAL ANALYSIS 

Near examinations are done for trademark properties of 
the rectangular waveguide structure for three bases. 

 

3.1 FREQUENCY: 
Properties of a rectangular waveguide can be gotten 

from the numerical reenactment utilizing limited 
component technique, and this outcome can be checked 
with effectively existing hypothetical outcomes [12]. 
Recreation is completed at lower microwave frequencies, 
i.e., at C, X and Ku groups, since this is significant for 
commonsense purposes, and to do straightforward 
analyses utilizing microwave seat. Various modes are 
considered for systematic reason to appraise the little 
deviations from the hypothetical outcomes. Field 
circulations are likewise reproduced alongside power 
profiles to comprehend the properties. This examination 
is useful for basic trial investigation utilizing rectangular 
waveguide at lower microwave recurrence locales. The 
above investigation will demonstrate another use of 
layered rectangular waveguides as left-gave met material 

transmission lines. 

 
 

Figure-2. Propagation Constant of Rectangular Waveguide on the 
basis of frequency 
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Figure-3 Characteristic impedance of waveguide on the basis of 
frequency 

 

3.2 MODE: 
Great understanding among hypothetical and recreated 
values is watched and in trademark impedance deviation 
is watched. The properties of the waveguides are utilized 
to decide the attributes of the waveguide. The 
reenactments are done for lower microwave frequencies 
for Xband. For investigation reason various modes are 
considered to comprehend the properties of electric and 
attractive field conveyances, recreations are done. 
Numerical outcomes are contrasted and existing 
hypothetical outcomes [13]. This recreation is valuable for 
exploratory investigation and results are progressively 
exact and supportive before plan and manufacturing of 
genuine parts. 

 
Figure-4. Propagation Constant of Rectangular Waveguide on the 
basis of mode 
 

 

 
Figure-5. Characteristic impedance of waveguide 

 

3.3 Dimension: 
In this paper we contemplated the two rectangular 
waveguides of various sizes. The examination of the two 
waveguides is as per the following : (a) Rectangular 
waveguide of size a × b = 22.86× 10.16mm has more 
electric field and attractive field qualities than the 
rectangular waveguide of size a × b = 32.86 ×20.16mm. 
This high electromagnetic radiation may result in warm 
consequences for human while transmitting the data. (b) 
As the span of the waveguide expanded, the cutoff 
wavelength expanded or cutoff recurrence diminished. 
This outcome in great spread steady and permits lower 
frequencies to proliferate. (c) Characteristic impedance 
additionally diminished altogether as the size increments 
[11]. This outcome in transmission of data with no 
misfortune. 

 

 

Figure-6. Propagation Constant of Rectangular Waveguide 
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Figure-7. Characteristic impedance of waveguide 

 

CONCLUSION  

 
In this survey paper the examination of following 
trademark: (a) Propagation steady (b) normal for 
waveguide based on recurrence distinctive mode and two 
unique measurements done. After so much study we get 
that higher the element of waveguide great engendering 
steady and trademark impedance additionally diminishes 
altogether. As we increment recurrence band spread 
consistent additionally increment and trademark 
impedance decline and after some range it stay steady. It 
is additionally discovered from the profile of spread 
steady that for higher request modes (TE11/TM11), 
reenacted plot is veered off from hypothetical registered 
outcome 
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